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Introduction

3D prestack   imaging  has two components . One
is the velocity model building .The other is the imaging .

The model building  procedure attempts to build a
velocity model that should produce a  seismic image  that is
geologically acceptable . A prestack time migration requires
an RMS velocity model . A prestack depth migration
requires an interval velocity model.   There are various
approaches  to build the velocity model. Traditionally
,velocities are picked only vertically on a coarser velocity
grid  for the first iteration . Then  checking the validation
through a migration run , a second and finer grid is chosen.
Then a final residual correction is applied .  With the
availability of  new tools , the model building has entered
the arena  of  formations , surfaces and solids built from the

actual seismic interpretation  picks. In this approach both
the seismics as well as the model drive each other through
each iteration. This is a more consistent  approach  to build
the model. The catch is , any errors in interpretation can as
well enter the model building process. When the pre stack
imaging is done in development areas , the geological
models are well understood and a ready calibration is
available due to the availability of well data. When dealing
with exploration areas , a lot of QC crosschecks have to be
made to see  the viability of  the model.  Since any model
building  is  a process that involves sparse data , the kind of
assumptions being made regarding the interpolations
between various functions  have to be understood in the
right context and  validated. Similarly  gridding procedure
for  extrapolating the surfaces  have to be well understood
before being used.
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Summary

3D pre stack imaging  has come of age with the development of  many software tools .Yet , we still find that the
velocity models built  for final migration  do not produce the expected image. This is all the more true in case of 3D pre stack
depth imaging. There are  many approaches to velocity model building . All of them are iterative in nature and with each
iteration ,the model is improved . Depending on the situation either a  horizon based approach or a grid based approach can
be adopted . Normally , this is dictated by the degree of structural complexity  and  variations in the lateral velocity. Where
there are structural complexities , the chances of getting   regional horizons extending over the entire  volume  are slim. This
is all the more true in offshore data   where block faulting  is a common feature. In contrast , the land data  with the exception
of  thrust belts ,are relatively  easier to deal with. The model building in both cases is affected by many factors like  the
consistency of stacking and RMS velocities, the relative fineness of gridding the horizons , and most importantly the kind of
interpolation that is being considered between the picks while gridding the data. Similarly while attempting the Pre stack
depth migration  , the kind of approach taken for the initial depth conversion plays an important role .  Finally , the result  of
final 3D tomography  will show how far the iterative  model is in error . The authors have examined all these related issues
on one offshore dataset. Different methodologies and the relative suitability of  these methods are analyzed. The effect of
residuals , interpolations and cross plotting results are examined . The authors have attempted to resolve the paradox of  a
bad velocity model  that produces a  “ good looking “  seismic image  and a good velocity model that fails to produce a good
seismic image.  This happens because the  model building is mostly in the model  coordinates domain  rather than with true
seismic data sampling , except for the horizons. The imaging , on the other hand , deals  only with seismic data . The spatial
sampling of the seismic data for the model building and the kind of interpolations that are  used play a very important role.
As the iterations progress , the attitude of the   model can be gauged ,in terms of the image it is going to produce. A “good
looking  seismic image”  meets the structural  component of imaging only. The “good seismic image”, on the other hand ,   is
the  one that meets  structural as well as  amplitude and attribute requirements. It is the migrated gather , and not the migrated
stack that finally  reveals the quality of model building and imaging. The authors have consolidated their observations into
a set of  methodologies depending on the quality of the gathers and the structural complexities  in    the area. The study is an
attempt to understand the intricacies of the 3D velocity model building , identify the pitfalls  and  show how the final image
is affected  by  different approaches.
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While doing 3D pre stack depth imaging  , the
model should converge  to within 15% of the accuracy , to
qualify for 3D tomography. Again , there are different
approaches to do 3D tomography .  Each one of these options
have to be checked out  before the final  depth image is
created. A good velocity model is that which accounts for
all propagation effects . This produces good flat gathers
over the entire range of offsets and angles. When stacked
, these gathers produce a true image as well .  On the other
hand , a bad velocity model  flattens only the near normal
angle range of offsets. Neither the residuals nor the far offset
effects are accounted for. This still produces a stack image
by muting off the undesirable portion of the gather . This is
what we refer to as a good looking image , but obviously
the velocity is not correct because it does not account for
far offset effects and wide angle reflections. The most
important thing to be remembered in pre stack imaging is
that a good looking image need not be a good image !  It
is the migrated gathers  and not  the migrated stack
alone that reveals the true quality of the imaging. Often
, the user realizes this when an attempt is made to do the
attribute studies like AVO. The gathers that produce a good
looking image for interpretation often don’t qualify for AVO
because of the mess at the far offset end.

Methodology

One  offshore dataset  is  considered for this study.
The purpose  for  considering  offshore  dataset is manifold.
It is often seen that offshore datasets   do not  make
continuous horizon  picking possible  due to rollovers and
block faulting of  high magnitudes. This makes the horizon
based model building more complex  and often forces the
processor to adopt a hybrid approach that has both grid
based and horizon based  model building. The following is
the  model building exercise:

For pre stack time imaging
•  RMS velocity  model  from vertical picks
•  RMS velocity  model from maps
•  RMS velocity  model from solid model

Creating maps with different gridding  procedures
is checked and the differences are quantified in terms of the
crossplot  misties with reference to the best reflector in the
data.

Refinement of  gather data  by residuals using
•  constant interval velocity
•  Linear interpolation of  RMO

In each case  the velocity  model is updated and
migration is rerun  to check the validation .The differences
are quantified  in terms of deviation from the  flat gathers ,
which in turn gives a pointer to the accuracy .

For Pre stack depth imaging :
• Interval velocity model by Dix
• Interval velocity by maps
• Interval velocity by solid model

Refinement of  gather data  by residuals using
•  3D  grid tomography
•  3D  Horizon based tomography

In each case of refinement the migration is rerun
for validation . The deviations are quantified in  terms of
the misties from cross plotting the maps  and comparing
the residuals .

Finally,  the pitfalls of  accepting a  migrated stack
without looking at the un-muted gather are discussed. The
possibility of getting the identical looking stack with
different  velocities is emphasized.

Analysis

The first case is that of pre stack time imaging .
The volume is about  550 in-lines and 600 x-lines in a 25m
X 25m bin configuration. The far offset is about 3800 m.
Fig.-1, Fig.-2 and Fig.-3 show the three RMS velocity
volumes produced by using the different approaches. The
gathers corresponding to each of these migration runs  are
presented in Fig.-4, Fig.-5 and Fig.-6 respectively. Fig-4a,5a
and 6a show the residual move out . A look at the gathers
will reveal how differently the three velocity models worked.
If we consider the event at 2.0 sec as a  representative  event
, the far   offset segment, say, from 2800m to 3800m  is
totally  different in all the three gathers. Now see the stack
produced  by the three gathers in Fig.-7. There is really not
much difference. The simple way to produce a good looking
stack is apply a deep mute  to get rid of all the velocity sins.
Fig.8 brings out the camouflage of bad imaging. All the
three stacks are produced  with gentle mute only to account
for stretch. The kind of smear  and false continuity in the
image is self evident. Fig.-9  and Fig.-10 show the residual
volume sections  using constant interval velocity
interpolation and linear residual interpolation respectively.
The  error  in the shallow events can be clearly seen  from
fig.-4a while using constant interval velocity approximation
where deep dips are encountered. This is all the more true
while using the 4th order approximation. Fig.-11 shows the
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Fig.1 Fig.2 Fig.3

               Fig. 4                                      4a                Fig. 5                                      5a
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               Fig.6                                    6a

Fig. 7

final migrated gather and the corresponding image after the
refinement and rerun with updated velocity. Fig.-12  shows
the cross plot between the final RMS velocity and the
corresponding time migrated surface  of the reference
horizon .The mistie map is self explanatory.

The second case is that of  pre stack depth imaging.
The interval velocity model building for depth migration is
much more complex than its time counterpart. This is
because any error in a shallow layer is going to ruin
everything below. There are several approaches. For starters,
a horizon consistent RMS velocity can be used to have an
initial interval velocity model by Dix conversion. Map
migrate the de-migrated time domain horizons into depth
surfaces. Build interval velocity model using these depth
surfaces. This is important because the idea is to  get a lateral
velocity field. Using a simple scaling by average velocity
or using the gradient can  seriously  affect the imaging at
later stages. Run the PSDM on selectd lines. Check the
flatness at  reference horizon . Re -pick the horizons in depth.
Create  depth maps. Run PSDM again .Check and move on
to next horizon.  Fig.-13  shows the interval velocity models
by different methods. Fig.-14 shows the depth gathers. Fig.-
15 shows the stack sections of the gathers. Again in spite of
the vast errors visible in the depth gathers , the stack sections
do not  show much difference due to the deep mute applied
on the gathers. Fig.-16 shows the stack section with all the
offsets without applying the mute and the true picture is
clearly seen.  Fig.-17 shows the depth residuals with different
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Fig. 8 Fig. 9 Fig. 10

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

approximations. Fig 18 shows the 3D tomography  update
of  interval velocity by grid method and by horizon method.
An examination of the two tomo velocities reveal the
differences in lateral velocity after the update. Fig.19 shows
the PSDM gathers after tomo update. The final acid test
comes when a cross plot is run between the tomo updated
depth map and the earlier depth  map.  The mistie map is
well within the 15%  error. The important thing to remember
is that when the tomography   is run with velocity and
thickness  update option it should not disturb the structure ,
if your depth migration is correct  up to that stage. This isFig. 13
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Fig. 14 a, b, c

Fig. 15

Fig. 16

Fig. 17

possible only when your model  is within acceptable error
at the preceding step. This must be revealed by the depth
gathers over the entire range of offsets and angles. It is
possible that hockey stick effect  may cause problems if
anisotropy is not accounted for. In such a case ,the Eta
analysis is required to flatten the gather.

The range of residual errors  normally observed for  PSTM

Reflector  Dip Ref.vel  Method % Dev
 (ms/trace) Appx

1. Shallow <  5 Vrms Cnst.IVel 15
2.  Shallow > 5 Vrms Cnst Ivel 20
3.  Shallow <  5 Vrms Lin Ipol 5
4.  Shallow >  5 Vrms Lin Ipol 10
5.  Middle  <  5  Vrms  CostIVel 10
6.  Middle > 5  Vrms   CostIVel 15
7.  Middle <  5 Vrms  Lin Ipol 5
8.  Middle   >  5 Vrms Lin Ipol  10

One of the typical features of the offshore datasets
is  the rapid variation of  lateral velocities where step dips
are  involved .  Also , the termination of reflectors against
fault planes  is another feature. In such cases the constant
interval velocity interpolation often  does  not do a good
job . In such cases , the residual does not correct to zero
and the gathers show a  huge residual  still being present at
the far offset end upto middle  times .

 In case of depth  imaging ,the residual delays can
vary depending on the option chosen  as seen from the
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residual semblance  in      Fig.-17. But the   effect is  more as
you go towards the deeper  formations.

Good image or Good looking image ?

The ‘good looking seismic image’ is often
confused with ‘good seismic image ‘. A good seismic image
is that which restores the reflection amplitude to its true
reflection point .  This is due to the fact that the interpreter
, more often than not , is  concerned with the migrated stack
volume at the initial stage of the project. Unless the velocity
model accounts for all propagation effects ,the gather is not
flat over the entire range of offsets and angles. The NMO
backed out PSTM gathers supplied to the user do not allow
a ready check  on the quality of gathers. It is a  well observed
fact that the migration velocity field does not flatten the
gathers in their entirety. Often it is seen that a  residual move
out volume is required to flatten the gathers. The rerun of
migration with the residual updated velocity also does not
produce satisfactory results in flattening  gathers. Why ?

The reasons are two fold. One , no migration
algorithm allows a high frequency variation in the velocity.
The velocity field should be  smoothly varying . Secondly ,
the residuals , on the other hand , are always marked by
high frequency variation. See Fig.-9 and Fig.-10 and the
distribution of residuals in the crossplot map of Fig.-17. In
other words ,the residuals are the local perturbation on the
migration velocity field. In order to meet the smoothly
varying velocity condition for migration , the  residual
volume is to be smoothed first before being used for velocity
updating. The moment this is done , the residual loses its
significance because it is essentially a  local high frequency
spike . The smoothed updated velocity  may work in patches,
but the gathers  would still contain significant  residuals .

Good seismic image and AVO

In spite of  being derided for uncertain results , the
AVO has  done  yeoman service  as  a QC tool for pre stack
imaging. It put the fear of God into the processing
geophysicists . It is because of  AVO, the interpreter  has
started looking at the PSTM or PSDM gathers. AVO has
made it mandatory to get flat events over the entire range of
offsets and angles.  Thus the  pre stack imaging has come
out of its structural interpretation hangover. A good seismic
image is that which produces gathers that allow  attribute
as well as  structural studies. This is one of the reasons that
today  why flat gathers are being differentiated from imaged
CRP gathers. The most important QC check  for PSTM is

the crossplot of  Time migrated surface  and the RMS
velocity map  along this surface. Fig.-12 shows a  sample.
The o mistie map is  a good validation check of the suitability
of the RMS velocity model .

Residual  calculations  and inconsistencies

As stated earlier, the residuals are the local
deviations from a reference offset move out . There  are
different approaches  to calculate them. One is vertical
picking. The other is  picking it along the horizon .Still
another approach is to pick it vertically ,but only at horizon
points. What is important is , the way  the picked functions
are interpolated. The normally preferred method of constant
interval velocity  works well in general. But there are cases
when it fails . A rapid velocity variation in steeply dipping
beds is a case in point. The gathers often don’t  get corrected
with any realistic velocity . A linear interpolation of residuals
often  works better  in such situations.

Vertical or Horizons ?

Horizon based and model driven approach  is  good
for velocity model building ,both for time and depth imaging
. Since it has interpreter inputs in the form of picks , it gives
a pretty good idea about the geological model one is dealing
with. The point that is often overlooked is that the idea of
having a horizon is to tie it to a good reflection strength .
The interpreter often fathoms a seismically non existing
horizon by intuition  and geological  reasoning. This will
not serve the purpose of  the model building that looks for
semblance along the horizon. In spite of this limitation , the
horizon  consistent velocity approach is superior  in terms
of the stability of RMS velocity fields . A crossplot analysis
reveals the inconsistencies and can be readily corrected.
This  is fine for the migration velocity estimation.

While dealing with residuals , it is often seen that
the horizon approach fails. There are a few reasons for this.
One , the discontinuities in the horizon . Second , the
magnitude of the correction . The best way to bridge the
gap between the vertical and horizon approaches  is to pick
the functions vertically first.  Create a   residual volume.
Then extract the  residuals along the horizons .Check the
consistency  by applying it on gathers along horizons. In
depth domain , these residual maps  can serve as input to
tomography .
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Grid Tomography or  model based
tomography?

One of the important factors to be remembered  is
that depth imaging does not  produce  true vertical depth
unless the velocity model accounts for all propagation
effects. The job of depth imaging is to locate the structure
in a laterally correct position. To bring the structure to a
vertically  correct position a calibration by a true 1-D
velocity field is required. When the  tomography  is run , it
tries to  correct the lateral velocities  using the depth delays.
The convenient way  that is normally opted for is to update
only the velocity , but not the thickness.   Fig.-18 shows the
tomo updated  interval velocity sections .  The current study
checked the tomo validation using both velocity and
thickness updates. Fig.-19 shows the crossplot  of the depth
maps of the same horizon  before and after  model based
tomography. The mistie map is a reflection  of the
correctness of the velocity model building. It can be seen
that even at  horizon 5 , the mistie is less than 20 mtrs. The
lateral positioning of the image  is very good. This is not to
say that  the vertical  depth is  accurate  to within that limit.
For that depth calibration is required. When the tomography
is run using  depth delays picked with constant interval
velocity interpolation ,the fluctuations are minimal.

A  good velocity model and a bad seismic image?

This is often the   typical  case with  land datasets
. It must be remembered that velocity estimation grids  are
sparse when compared to the actual  volume  of input CMP
gathers. These gathers  are treated  differently than those
which have to be prestack imaged with true amplitude
preservation. The input gathers to velocity analysis are
subjected to a variety of  noise suppression and signal
enhancement  procedures that will enable good coherency
calculations. Even the domain transform techniques are
freely   used  which are not  allowed by the amplitude
preserving processing streams required for PSTM and AVO.
A good  stacking velocity field as a starting point and
followed by  horizon interpretation based estimation of RMS
velocities give very good  velocity model estimation . If
wells are available, a good calibration allows  near perfect
velocity model. The catch is  that the velocity model simply
represents  a coordinate based  approach using a sparsely
sampled and specially treated seismic gathers. If  The CMP
gathers that are to be migrated  have poor  signal-to-noise
ratio ,  holes , edge effects and missing near offsets (all
these are typical of logistic problems in land datasets) we
end up  having a very good velocity model that is

corroborated by all the wells in the area but a pathetic image
of seismic data.

Summary

• There are many different approaches for velocity
model building  in seismic imaging

•  Calculation and application  of  residual moveout
corrections in both time and depth domains play a very
important role

• The choice of  a particular method for residual
corrections has to be very carefully decided after
considering the suitability of  different types of
interpolation schemes.

• A small error  in time domain  velocity estimation can
translate into an unacceptable deviation  in depth
domain.

• A  good looking stacked seismic image can be a very
bad  seismic image when you consider  the gathers
for attribute studies.

• The high frequency nature of  residuals often
constrains  updating the velocity . They  rather serve
the limited  purpose of  temporary flat gathers.

•  In depth domain , the type of tomography  can make
substantial difference to the updated velocity  and the
next iteration.

• Tomo run with thickness update  is the final   QC check
for validating the  model.

Pitfalls

• Looking only at the  PSTM or PSDM stacked section
without examining the gathers   can seriously  affect
the projects, if  attribute studies and stratigraphic
objectives are involved.

• The range of offsets , mutes and angles  must be known
before a PSTM or PSDM stack section  is considered
a good seismic image .

• A good looking seismic image need not be a good
seismic image .

• NMO backed off pre stack image gathers  should not
be considered as the final accurate gathers.

• Constant interval velocity interpolation  is convenient
but not necessarily  correct  when dealing with steep
dip areas

• The initial depth conversion should be through a
PSTM , de-migration and Depth migration route and
not by  scaling.
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Conclusions

• A good seismic image is  that which  restores  all the
amplitude to its true reflection location.

• It is the PSI gather  and not the  stack alone  that
decides the  quality of final output.

• Multi pass model based horizon consistent  RMS
velocity estimation  will facilitate good  PSTM images.
This  will be the input  for  creating initial depth maps
through map de- migration .

• Residual estimation through proper  and suitable
method is the key to minimize the final errors

• Vertical depth delays can be used to run horizon model
based  tomography

• If the signal-to- noise ratio  of input seismic gathers is
poor  with noise , holes and missing offsets ,it is still
possible to make a good velocity model .But the
migrated seismic image will be bad. This is due to the
fact the gathers input to velocity model building are
sparse and undergo a processing sequence that
significantly deviates from the true amplitude
processing that is required for imaging.

• A  stack produced by deep mutes and limited offsets
is a good looking seismic image  and not good seismic
image.

•  Stack produced by  flat gathers over the entire range
of  offsets and angles is a good seismic image , both
structurally and stratigraphically.
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